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 The spread and pandemic of coronavirus disease (COVID-19) that is 

currently happening in the world, has led to new policy steps in the security 

of public spaces to reduce the transmission of COVID-19 and protect public 

health. There is new adaptation in the policies while using space like limiting 

the use of public spaces, increasing social distancing between people or 

creating territory. Territory means specific area where are claimed or 

maintained (can be physically, through ruler or symbols). Territory can give 

a sense of security to the users. Therefore, this paper give insight and 

rethinking the territory concept as sense of security in interior public space 

and built environment where people expect to see strangers in this space. The 

methods in this paper are literature review method by collecting and 

synthesizing previous research using integrative approach. For the result is 

territory concept achieved as part of protection to the users in the build 

environment with mechanisms that should be applied in each type: the 

boundary between areas; limitation to the symbolic; supervision and control 

of space. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

COVID-19 or Corona (CO) Virus (VI) Disease (D), is a disease that was found in 2019 with the 

name: 2019 novel coronavirus or 2019-nCoV. This virus is similar with Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome 

(SARS) and other flu virus. The contagion of COVID-19 is from human contact, air transmission (especially 

in the indoor) and contaminated objects (like money, phone, interior furniture surface) [1]. World Health 

Organization has declared COVID-19 as a pandemic on 12th March 2020 because the spread of COVID-19 

has become worldwide. In the effort to control the COVID-19 outbreak and reducing the widespread of 

COVID-19 in Indonesia, the government has adopted few policies such large scale social restrictions (LSSR), 

Work and School from Home, restrict activities in public places-space facilities and the implementation of 

clean-healthy living behavior [2]–[4]. The immediate dan precaution policies by Indonesia government have 

made economic and social disruption and crisis on public health, food system, and world of work and school. 

Therefore, the government made a new strategy that focusing in the new normal protocol and personal 

protection as step to anticipate the widespread of COVID-19 in the public space and built environment [5].  

The new normal protocols such as controlling the users flow inside the public space and built 

environment, protocols and protection for the officers and employees of the public space, and protocols 
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activities in the public space and built environment. The personal protection including the intensive and 

extensive cleaning, disinfectant and sanitizing the facility, social-physical distancing system and temperature 

and health check [5]. To face a pandemic like this, public space and built environment need to adapt the new 

normal protocols. Architecture and interior designers are expected to provide design solutions that enhance 

safety and security and help prevent the health threats like COVID-19 in the future [6], [7]. These new 

adaptations in the public space and built environment are changing our way of using the space by limiting the 

activity and use of the public space and built environment, increasing physical-social distancing between 

people, and creating territory.  

Delaney in de Yong [8], [9] described territory as providing security to those inside from those ever 

present dangers located outside. While Rapoport and Pearson in de Yong [9], [10] defined territory as area 

where are claimed or maintained through ruler-symbol and physical attribute. Before COVID-19, the 

territory concept applied in the public space is such no boundary or surveillance and less defensible space. 

But after COVID-19 and the new normal protocol, there is changing, and new practice emerge in the practice 

territory. This paper aims to give insight and rethinking the territory concept as sense of security in the public 

space and built environment where people expect to see strangers in this space.  
 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD 

The research methods in this paper are literature review and site observation method. The literature 

review approach for this paper will be the integrative or critical review approach through computer search, 

with the purpose of this review is to assess critique and synthesize the literature on a research topic in a way 

that enables new theoretical frameworks and perspectives to emerge. There will be 4 phase of literature 

review: design (phase 1), conduct (phase 2), analysis (phase 3) and structuring and writing the review (phase 

4) [11]. The framework from the literature review data will be used as guidelines and tools to analyze the site 

using observation method to create a conclusion of rethinking territory after COVID-19. 
 

2.1.  The literature review method 

The primary databases that will be used in this literature review method will be utilized to retrieve 

territory for public space and built environment literature presented in this review were ProQuest, 

ScienceDirect, Lens.org and Google Scholar. The keywords for search terms, used both separately and in 

combination, included: “territory,” “territoriality,” “territorialization,” “COVID‐19,” “coronavirus,” “SARS‐

CoV‐2,” “public space,” “built environment,” “architecture,” “security,” and “interior.” Only articles with 

qualitative method and presented in Indonesia and English language were included. There are 52 documents 

reviewed. There are four phases for this literature review method with integrative review approach [11].  

a). Phase 1: designing the review. In this phase is about deciding the purpose, specific research question and 

type of approach. The explanation in this phase will answer regarding the aim, the importance and why 

this review should be conducted and its contribution. There are 52 articles reviewed. 

b). Phase 2: conducting the review; in this phase, is about testing the search terms and inclusion criteria on a 

smaller sample with the focus on the definition and types and concept of territory. In this phase, only 30 

articles were included in this journal. 

c). Phase 3: analysis; in this phase is about how articles will be used to conduct an appropriate analysis. The 

data abstracted from descriptive information such of topic or from the effect and findings.  

d). Phase 4: writing the review; in this phase is creating descriptive summaries of research regarding the 

number of articles published, topics covered, citations analyzed, authors represented, method used. The 

data collecting in this review will be a combine perspectives and insights from different field. The three 

field will be collected as literature data. The literature data will be analyzed and examined based on the 

ideas and relationships within the issue to create a new conceptual framework.  
 

2.2.  The site observation method 

The site observation is the next method that will be used in this paper. The purpose of this method is 

to create new conceptual framework based on the issue territory concept after COVID-19. This method 

involves observing people in their natural activities and usual context such as public space and built 

environments [12], [13]. With direct observation the researcher is present and indirect observation the 

activities may be recorded using photo digital recording. The steps for this site observation will be: i) define 

objectives and context of the observation; ii) define the method of observation (using taking notes and direct 

observation) and the method of recording information (using digital photo and video recording) in the public 

space (shopping mall and church). The data was collected between March 2020-June 2020; iii) hypothesize 

and explanation for the phenomenon; iv) analyze the data gathered and create a list of insights derived from 

observation to create discussion and a new conceptual framework as the result of rethinking the territoriality 

concept on public space. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The aim for literature review of territoriality concept is to create a framework regarding the 

territoriality concept before COVID-19 (phase 1). The literature review started by describing the territoriality 

concept before COVID-19 from the introduction and background, definition, function, type, and mechanism 

from various studies and the topic regarding the public space and built environment (phase 2). The data will 

be analyzed using descriptive method (phase 3). Then the result is written in a conceptual framework (phase 

4). Research report on the COVID-19, territoriality and build environment is shown in Table 1 (see in 

Appendix). 

 

3.1.  Literature review analysis of territoriality concept 

Based on Pastalan in Lang [14], The concept territoriality is associated with the territory of human 

in this case is user of space. The territory defined as a restricted space where a person or group of people uses 

and maintains it as an exclusive space and involves identification, psychological environmental place, 

symbolizing it with possessive conduct and organizing objects in the area. While J. Douglas Porteous (1976) 

in Zubaidi and de Yong [9], [15] defined the concept of territoriality as a spatial behavior that involves 

special control of space by individuals or groups of users that are intraspecific in nature involving animosity 

and giving the individual or group of users the policy to use and defend the space. Altman in Lang [14] 

defined territorial behavior as a mechanism of self-limiting and self-regulating behavior that involves 

personalizing or claiming a place or object and communicating that the place is already owned by a person or 

group of user. Delaney in de Yong [8], [9] describe territory as providing security to those inside from those 

ever present dangers located outside. While Rapoport in de Yong [9], [10] defined territory as area where are 

claimed or maintained through ruler-symbol and physical attribute. As the result of this literature review 

describe that the concept of territoriality is associated with the activity of users and spatial behavior of users 

while defending space using symbols, identity, and personalization in the space itself. For the conclusion of 

the territoriality concept, please refer to Figure 1. Based on this, the characteristic of territoriality concept is: 

(i) marking in the area and creating boundary; (ii) personalization on the area; (iii) Truth to defend the area; 

(iv) Fulfilment in the basic physiological, cognitive, and aesthetic needs. Territoriality has a function to fulfil 

the human psychological and social needs, which is as mechanism to sustain life (by controlling the space), 

provide a sense of security and identity, creating personal integrity and creating invisible frame for the user 

while socializing in the environment. There are two mechanism in the territorial concept, which is the 

defense mechanism and personalization mechanism [14], [16]. In conclusion, territoriality is associated with 

the activity and spatial behavior of someone in defending its territory. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Conclusion for the concept of territoriality 
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Sommer [17] defined that there are three types of territoriality: personal space, home base (defensible 

active space), and home range (behavior setting from the activity). Hussein El-Sharkawy in Lang [14] defined 

four types of territoriality: attached (space bubble), central (personalization space), supporting (semipublic but 

can be owned by organization) and peripheral (public space). Altman in Hadinugroho [18], [19] define three 

types of territoriality: primary (owned and personalized by the owner), secondary (cannot be owned but still can 

be personalized) and public (used by a lot of users). When we are doing personalization in a space especially 

personal space, there are few factors as reference in using the personal space: status, gender, physic, age, 

personality, culture, environment condition [20]. The control mechanism in territory is: primary (real boundary, 

symbolic boundary, clear area boundary, control and clear surveillance, more defensible, more personalization), 

secondary primary (not really real boundary, could have symbolic boundary, grey area boundary, could have 

control and partly clear surveillance, defensible, personalization) and public primary (no real boundary, no 

symbolic boundary, no clear area boundary, no control and clear surveillance, less defensible, no 

personalization) [16]. The conclusion of the territoriality concept can be seen in Figure 1 and 2.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Conclusion for the mechanism of territoriality 

 

 

3.2.  Literature review analysis of COVID-19 and built environment 

COVID-19 stands for Corona (CO) Virus (VI) Disease (D) is a new virus that is associated with the 

same virus family as Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) and several other types of flu. Symptoms 

when exposed to this disease are fever, cough and shortness of breath. In more severe cases, the infection can 

cause pneumonia or difficulty breathing, and even be fatal. These symptoms are similar to those of the flu 

(influenza) or the common cold, so testing is needed to confirm whether a person has COVID-19. [21] The 

virus is transmitted by direct contact with respiratory droplets from an infected person (generated through 

coughing and sneezing). Individuals can also become infected after touching a contaminated surface and then 

touching their face (eg, eyes, nose, and mouth). The COVID-19 virus can survive on surfaces for several 

hours but can be killed with a simple disinfectant. Apart from respiratory droplets, this virus can also spread 

through aerosols with smaller particles (especially in indoor spaces) and stay in the air for several hours. The 

virus is more susceptible and affects older people, or people with pre-existing medical conditions, such as 

diabetes and heart disease [21].  
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Therefore, there are several rules that can be applied through the spatial layout to help reduce the 

spread of this virus through the new spatial layout. For example, in the work environment: avoiding eating out, 

two meters of social distancing, use of transparent screens around the table, innovative hands-free door handles, 

opening windows to increase air circulation, cleaning regularly and thoroughly, implementing flexible working 

hours, and meetings with large distances as in the following example. The COVID-19 pandemic has changed 

user behavior when indoors. Architects and future users will pay more attention to climate, health, architecture, 

and environmental issues and how these four affect one another. The design of future structures will certainly 

consider sustainability, health and flexibility more so that future structures can be useful to prevent the spread of 

viruses like this again [7]. In conclusion, COVID-19 has brought impact in the public space and built 

environment so there will be changing in the public space and built environment in the future. 
 

3.3.  Site observation of territoriality concept in public space (shopping mall and church) 

The Objective for the site observation method is to observe and creating a list of insight regarding 

the changing in the built environment after COVID-19. The public space sample that is use in this paper is a 

shopping mall and a church in Surabaya-Indonesia. The data was collected between March 2020 through 

June 2020. The more detailed pictures of the changing of the shopping mall and church are shown in Figure 3 

(see in Appendix). 

Based on the above site observation, then there are changing in the public space-built environment 

(in this study case is shopping mall and church). The changing in the control mechanism of territoriality, 

especially in the Public Primary. Before COVID-19, the mechanism of territoriality is no real boundary, no 

symbolic boundary, no clear area boundary, no control, and clear surveillance, less defensible, no 

personalization). But after COVID-19, there are real, symbolic, and clear area boundary; controlling and 

clear surveillance; and more defensible space. The changing especially applied in the outside perimeter, 

through the inside public space and signage for reminding the user to keep physical-social distancing and 

using mask all the time.  

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

Based on the literature review of territoriality space and COVID-19 and built environment, and site 

observation, it is clearly show that there are changing in the concept of territoriality for public space. Before 

COVID-19, the territory concept applied in the public space is such no boundary or surveillance and less 

defensible space. But after COVID-19 and the new normal protocol, there is changing, and new practice 

emerge in the practice territory.  

Even though there are still limitation in this study (not much study for this issues), we still can see in 

the site observation’s pictures that there are some changing in the public space of shopping mall and church. 

In conclusion, we expect to see strangers and should have the freedom while using the public space, but the 

new normal mechanism for territoriality concept (real, symbolic, and clear area boundary; controlling and 

clear surveillance; and more defensible space) is changing the user while using the space. We still need more 

study in future research regarding this matter. The spread of the future disease, the human detachment, 

culture, behavior, virtual world, and even local climate can implicate the future territoriality concept. We still 

need to develop more evidence using different method to creating new normal framework and new position 

emerge for territoriality concept. 
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APPENDIX 

 

Table 1. Research report on the COVID-19, territoriality and build environment 

Author and Explanation 

COVID-19 & Built 
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Public built 
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Creating Architecture Theory [14] 
This book is discussing about the definition and type of territoriality 

   
  

  

Reterritorializing Chinise Living Space Apartments in Singapore [9] 

This Artile is disccussing possibility of changing the territory based 
on culture house layout and new apartment layout. 

   
 

 
  

Territoriality concept for crime prevention in Interior Design [16] 
This article is discussing the concept of territoriality as part of crime 

prevention in the interior design 

   
   

 

Territory: A Short Introduction [8] 
This article is about the definition of territoriality and its meaning in 

the architecture design 

   
 

   

Space and Behaviour: a research on Architecture (Ruang dan 
Perilaku: Suatu Kajian Arsitektural) [19] 

This book is discussing the definition and type of territoriality in 

architecture based on several reference. 

   
  

  

Types and pattern of Territory in the Traditional Settlement of Ngata 

Toro [15] 

This article is about defining territory theory regarding types and 
patterns of territories in a traditional settlement in Ngata Toro.  

    
 

 
 

Territory in the Traditional Settlement Context [22] 

This article is about defining territory theory regarding types and 
patterns of territories in a traditional settlement context. 

    
 

 
 

Rethinking Territory [23] 

This article is about the phenomenon of territory as foundation to 
state power abd ket akibe tge exoressuib if a biological imperative. 

    
 

 
 

The impact of COVID-19 on public space: a review of the emerging 

questions [24] 
This article is about insight and possibility in changing on public 

space after COVID-19. 

 
  

  
 

 

Public space or safe space – remarks during the COVID- -19 
pandemic [25] 

This article is about phenomena and behavior changing while using 

public space and its correlation for the future. 

 
  

  
 

 

Antivirus-built environment: Lessons learned from Covid-19 

pandemic [26] 

This article is a review regarding the history of epidemic in the 
development and the cities and the possibility design solution for the 

future cities. 

   
  

 
 

Using social and behavioural science to support COVID-19 
pandemic response [27]  

This article is about impact of COVID-19 in the future and health 

crisis in the society.  

 
  

   
 

How COVID-19 redefines the concept of sustainability[28] 

This article is discussing about how the effect of COVID-19 in the 

global sustainability. 

 
  

    

COVID-19 and spatial planning [29] 

This article is explaining about the necessity of creative in the 

spatial planning after COVID-19.  

 
 

   
 

 

COVID-19 pandemic: Prevention and protection measures to be 

adopted at the workplace [30] 

This article aimed to make a health protocol to prevent the spread of 
COVID-19. 

 
 

   

 
 

 

 

 

Future of Sustainable Architecture: Rethinking COVID-19 a 

Pandemic or turning point? [7] 

This article is discussing the architecture sustainability in the future 
cities and urban. 

 
  

  
 

 

Rethinking public space: between rhetoric and reality [31] 

This article is an evaluation about public perception in term of social 
and economy issue. 

     
  

The resilient city and adapting to the health emergency [32] 
This article is explaining about the concept of resilient city in the 

future. 
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Author and Explanation 

COVID-19 & Built 
environment 

Territoriality 
Public built 
environment 
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The Coronavirus crisis: What will the post-pandemic city look 

like?.[33] 

This article is predicting the possibility of urban sprawl to the small 
cities. 

  
 

  
 

 

Shifting Interiority: Changing Encounters With Our Environment 

[34] 
This article is explaining the adaptation in the interior after 

pandemic. 

 
  

  
 

 

 

 

 
Outside perimeter of Shopping Mall 

This picture is showing the new-normal protocol outside the building that demanding the user is lining up to wash their hand and 

there is temperature check in the front door before entering the Shopping Mall. This is showing that there are control and 

surveillance before entering the Shopping Mall 

 
Public Space Area of Shopping Mall 

These pictures are showing that user need to walk based on the instruction and symbols on the floor. There are also symbol that limit 

the user to use the bench. This is showing that there are more defensible space and more symbol boundary while using the space. 

 
Detail Sign for Social and Physical Distancing of Shopping Mall 

These pictures are showing symbol and signage to remind the user to keep social and physical distancing all the time. This signage is 

become a guideline for people while using the space. This is showing that there are control and symbol boundary in the Shopping 

Mall  
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Outside perimeter of Church 

This picture is showing the new-normal protocol outside the building that demanding the user is lining up to wash their hand and 
there is temperature check in the front door before entering the Church. This is showing that there are control and surveillance before 

entering the Church 

 
Public Space Area of Church 

These pictures are showing that user need keep social distancing and follow the protocol inside the church. There are also symbol 

that limit the user to use the bench. This is showing that there are more defensible space and more symbol boundary while using the 

space. 

 
Detail Sign for Social and Physical Distancing of Church 

These pictures are showing symbol and signage to remind the user to keep social and physical distancing all the time. This signage is 

become a guideline for people while using the space. This is showing that there are control and symbol boundary in the Church  

 

Figure 3. Site Observation compilation pictures on Shopping Mall and Church 

 


